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Abstract.  We investigated the enhanced vapor responses and altered response ratios of a 

series of thiophene (co)polymers with oxygenated side chains (CH2OH, linear polyethylene 

glycol, and crown ether), including the novel poly(3-hydroxymethylthiophene) (PTOH) and 

other newly synthesized polymers.  Hydroxymethyl-containing copolymers had higher mobility 

compared to poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT).  The larger crown ether moiety promotes 

transistor characteristics of P3HT while the smaller one impairs them. Incorporating different 

oxygen bearing functionalities increased responses of thiophene polymers to NO2, NH3, and 

acetone. For example. a polyether side chain increases the NO2 response sensitivity of 

copolymers of both P3HT and PTOH, but sensitivity towards gas analytes was more prominent 

for glycol-based functionalities rather than the crown ethers.   PTOH is very sensitive to NO2 

and the response likely includes a contribution from conductive protons on the OH group. The 

lack of correlation among the rank-ordered gas sensitivities imparted by each functional group 

was found to be useful for designing a selective sensor array.  We specifically showed high 

classification accuracy for all the polymer responses to NO2 and acetone vapors, both of which 
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gave increased device currents but with response ratios different enough to allow highly 

classifying discriminant functions to be derived.

1.  Introduction 

Conducting polymers have received much attention for applications such as organic field-

effect transistors (OFETs)1-2, light-emitting diodes3-6, sensor technology7-8, electrochromic 

devices9-11, supercapacitors12-13, organic solar cells14-15, and electromagnetic shielding16-17. 

Regioregular polythiophenes (rr-PTs)  have been regarded as promising for chemical sensors 

since they display fairly stable conductivity under ambient conditions, making them suitable for 

chemiresistive sensing. They are also soluble in a variety of organic solvents, their chemical 

composition may induce favorable and unique physical interactions between sensing materials 

and analytes, and they can be readily fine-tuned for analyte selectivity.18  

Polar oxygen-containing functional groups on rr-PT side chains should increase 

noncovalent interactions between the polymers and polar vapor analytes, leading to increased 

electronic property changes induced by the analytes.  There are already some reports of this 

occurring19-20, as will be pointed out later as well.  However, there has been no broad, 

systematic study of polythiophene-based materials with specific terminal side chain 

functionalization affecting responses to vapors. In another class of electronic vapor-sensing 

materials, reduced graphene oxides (rGOs),21-28 oxygenated functional groups led to improved 

sensitivity, enhanced response/recovery rates, and decreased detection limits. Oxygen-

functional moieties consist of carbonyl, carboxyl, hydroxyl, and epoxy groups residing on the 

edge or basal plane depending on the functional moiety29 and have demonstrated increased 
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responses to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ammonia (NH3).30-32 Oxygen functional groups on 

graphene oxide or reduced graphene oxide are present as random arrangements of multiple 

functionalities that cannot easily be selectively produced or eliminated.  Polythiophenes, on the 

other hand, have the advantage that the functional groups are incorporated individually during 

synthesis, allowing their individual effects on vapor responses to be determined.

A recent paper by Kang et al33 seems to be the first to analyze the use of an additional type 

of oxygenated group, polyether chains, in a conjugated polymer system for vapor sensing, 

reporting -1.5%/ppm sensitivity to ammonia and 8000%/ppm sensitivity to NO2 from a branched 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) side chain on a high-mobility, weakly donating conjugated polymer 

backbone. They also indicated that alkyl side chains promoted carrier mobility while PEG side 

chains did not.  Two earlier papers34-35 demonstrated that graft copolymers with small amounts of 

PEG side chains improved sensor response due to their interaction with NO2. 

In our previous work36, we discovered that a polymeric thiophene carboxylic acid showed 

a dramatic and superlinear increase in drain current (ID) of over 15,000% to a ramped exposure 

of 10 ppm of NO2 while the corresponding response by its methyl ester was roughly 600% to a 

ramped exposure of 10 ppm NO2. However, they both showed unconventional responses to 

NH3 with an increase in ID to 200-300% from 10 ppm ramped NH3 exposure. That study 

showed two polar groups altering sensitivity to NO2 and interaction mechanisms with NH3 

compared to alkyl chains such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). 

Here, we report room-temperature responsiveness to nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ammonia 

(NH3), and acetone of polythiophene homopolymers and copolymers incorporating oxygenated 

functional group moieties (CH2OH, linear PEG, and crown ether). While oxygenated moieties 
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can decrease the carrier mobility and alter the carrier concentration, sufficient conductivity is 

maintained for observing responses in chemiresistive or OFET modes.  We study a new 

polythiophene-based polymer series consisting of copolymers of P3HT, and an additional novel 

homopolymer and copolymers incorporating the hydroxymethyl side chain, each with other 

oxygenated comonomers, which results in greatly increased polymer sensitivity to NO2 and 

altered ratios of the responses of the polymers to NH3 and acetone.   We are able to match the 

sensitivity changes to the functional groups and obtain statistically distinguishable patterns of 

responses to the vapors allowing greatly increased selectivity among them.

2.  Results

A. Synthesis and Characterization of P3HT and P3HT copolymers

Figure 1 displays the structures of P3HT and P3HT copolymers. They were synthesized via 

Figure 1.  Molecular Structures of P3HT and P3HT-copolymers. 
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Kumada catalyst-transfer polycondensation (KCTP)/Grignard metathesis (GRIM) 

polymerization that gave high regioregularity.37-41   Additional synthetic details are provided in 

Supporting Information. 1H NMR and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) for these and the 

all-oxygenated copolymers discussed later are in Supporting Information, Figures S1-S33. 

Comonomer was added as 0.15 eq compared to 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene.  It was intended 

that the polymers incorporate 10-25% of oxygen functionalized monomer unit as discussed in 

Supporting Information.  P3HT-co-PTOH had 16% OH incorporation with >90% 

regioregularity, P3HT-co-P3MEEMT had 13% polyether incorporation with >88% 

regioregularity, P3HT-co-P5MEEMT had 14% polyether incorporation with >89% 

regioregularity, P3HT-co-PT3C had 25% crown incorporation with >87% regioregularity, and 

P3HT-co-PT4C had 20% crown incorporation with >88% regioregularity.  GPC data are 

summarized in Table 1 and Supporting Information Figures S30-31. The polymers display 

similar molecular weight, polydispersity, and morphology, as summarized in the Supporting 

Information (page 35).  

Table 1 GPC-reported molecular weight and polydispersity of P3HT and P3HT-co-polymers
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  B. P3HT and P3HT-copolymer OFET Performance

The FET characteristics of the polymers were studied using a bottom-gate, top-contact 

device configuration. The polymers were deposited onto a p-doped silicon wafer with 300 nm 

of thermally grown silicon oxide. All polymers were deposited by spin-coating, interdigitated 

masks were placed on the polymers, and then vapor deposition of gold electrodes was done to 

form the source and drain. 

Current-voltage (Id-Vg) characteristic curves (transfer curves), of P3HT and P3HT-

copolymers were measured under ambient conditions, with no intentional gas or light exposure, 

and are shown in Figure 2 A-E. P3HT analysis was conducted in our earlier work.36 P3HT-co-

PTOH showed increased drain current compared to P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, P3HT-co-

P5MEEMT, P3HT-co-PT3C, and P3HT-co-PT4C, for which the increase in oxygen 

functionality decreases carrier mobility and mobile carrier concentration which results in low 

conductivity. This is expected, as multiple studies19,42-43 reported lower mobility for alkoxy-

substituted polythiophenes.  This behavior could als be expected in crown-ether-functionalized 

polythiophenes; however, conformational differences44-45  may cause the difference in OFET 

behavior between P3HT-co-PT3C (no gate voltage-dependent on-current) and P3HT-co-PT4C, 

where there is a slightly higher drain current and observable transfer behavior. 

P3HT itself displays a drift under ambient conditions of -5% with 25 consecutive scans, 

while Figure 2 A-C shows that P3HT-co-PTOH, P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, and P35MEEMT show 

larger drift reaching 15-20% increases in drain current. Figure 2 D-E shows that P3HT-co-

PT3C and P3HT-co-PT4C currents increase 38% and 35%, respectively. This may be induced 

by the crown ether cavity attracting guest species. Overall, incorporating oxygen 
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functionalization increases the tendency of ambient drift which may be the result of induced 

interaction with gas species including water vapor in the ambient air.  In related work, we have 

developed circuit designs to compensate for this drift.46-47 Also, as will be seen later, the 

responses to analyte vapors are generally far higher than the drift.

Figure 2.  Transfer characteristics showing drift for polymers.  (A)P3HT, (B) P3HT-co-PTOH, 
(C) P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, (D) P3HT-co-P5MEEMT, (E) P3HT-co-PT3C, and (F) P3HT-co-
PT4C under ambient exposure condition and no light exposure. 25 consecutive scans were 
applied to analyze magnitude of drift as well as direction.

 Figure 3 A-F displays the output characteristics under ambient conditions. P3HT 

exhibits typical p-channel behavior, while P3HT-co-PTOH and P3HT-co-PT3C display weak 

field effect transistor behavior.  P3HT-co-PTOH also has a larger initial conductivity and off-

current.  P3HT-co-PT4C has a weak field effect transistor behavior as well; however, the 

incorporation of a 4-crown ether seems to restore the field effect characteristic behavior 

compared to the 3-crown counterpart. P3HT-co-P3MEEMT and P3HT-co-P5MEEMT also 

display p-channel behavior with a reduction of drain current as glycol chain length increases.  
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Figure 3.  Output characteristic for polymer sensing layer (A)P3HT, (B) P3HT-co-PTOH, (C) 
P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, (D) P3HT-co-P5MEEMT, (E) P3HT-co-PT3C, and (F) P3HT-co-PT4C 
under ambient exposure condition, including no light exposure. An applied gate voltage of 0 to 
-100 V with a step size of -20 V was used.

C.  P3HT and P3HT Copolymer Responses to NO2 and NH3 

Figure 4 A-F displays the output characteristics of the FETs with applied Vg = -50 V on 

exposure to increasing concentrations of NO2 ranging from 0.5 ppm to 20 ppm. For tests of 

multiple concentration exposures, three minutes exposure time was permitted before transfer 

curves were measured, followed by the subsequent concentration. Four of each kind of sample 

were measured and averaged. Multiple plots on each graph correspond to different exposures, 

and the legend showing the gas concentrations is found on the right side of the figure. 
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Figure 4. Output characteristic for polymer sensing layer (A)P3HT, (B) P3HT-co-PTOH, (C) 
P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, (D) P3HT-co-P5MEEMT, (E) P3HT-co-PT3C, and (F) P3HT-co-PT4C 
with continuous exposure to increasing concentrations of NO2 for 3 minutes before each 
consecutive measurement with an applied Vg = -50 V.  Concentrations are reported as volume 
ratios.

Transfer characteristics of the devices that correspond to the measured output characteristics 

are shown in in Figure S34, Supporting Information. Both output and transfer curves display 

expected response to NO2 where increased currents are observed for all five sets of copolymers 

with continued increase with each consecutive increasing concentration exposure. Therefore, 

NO2 displays continued conductance increases by NO2 induced p-doping.48  

Figure 5 A-F displays the output characteristics of the FET-configured devices with an 

applied Vg = -50 V on exposure to increasing concentrations of NH3 ranging from 0.5 ppm to 

20 ppm. Transfer characteristics of the FETs pertaining to the measured output characteristics 

are shown in Figure S35, Supporting Information. All copolymers displayed typical p-type 

behavior with exposure to NH3. This indicates that the general mechanism where NH3 causes a 
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decrease in ID applies to these copolymers and indicates that the oxygen moieties do not 

substantially alter the carrier-quenching mechanism of interaction.

 

Figure 5. Output characteristic for polymer sensing layer A(A)P3HT, (B) P3HT-co-PTOH, (C) 
P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, (D) P3HT-co-P5MEEMT, (E) P3HT-co-PT3C, and (F) P3HT-co-PT4C 
with continuous exposure to increasing concentrations of NH3 for 3 minutes before each 
consecutive measurement with an applied Vg = -50 V. 

NH3 is known to be a reducing gas analyte which decreases hole density, causing the 

observable decrease in ID and μ.49 

          The sensing capabilities of the polymers are quantified by extracting data from -50 V 

bias voltage as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6A displays the response to continuous exposure to 

NO2 while Figure 6B displays the response to continuous exposure to NH3. The sensitivity is 

calculated as the relative change in sensor current which is defined as:
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S(%) =  
𝐼𝐺𝑎𝑠 ― 𝐼𝐴𝑖𝑟

𝐼𝐴𝑖𝑟
 𝑥 100%

where IAir is the initial current before any target gas analyte is exposed to the polymer surface 

and measured in ambient air. IGas is the current under either NO2 or NH3 gas exposure. All 

copolymers show a general trend of cumulative response to NO2 in Figure 6A. P3HT-co-

P5MEEMT showed the highest increase at about 1900% increase in ID. P3HT, P3HT-co-

PTOH, P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, P3HT-co-PT3C, and P3HT-co-PT4C reached a sensitivity of 

260%, 600%, 800%, 900%, and 1000%, respectively.  This demonstration of a crown 

substituent increasing vapor sensitivity is in contrast to an earlier report.50 Regarding NH3 

exposure (Figure 6B), as expected, a decrease in channel current was observed for all polymers 

where sensitivity was 30%, 40%, 46%, 50%, 50%, and 40 % for P3HT, P3HT-co-PTOH, 

P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, P3HT-co-PT3C, and P3HT-co-PT4C, respectively.  Assignment of the 

changes to mobility (μ) and threshold voltage (VTH) is in Supporting Information, Figures S36 

and S37.

Figure 6. Sensitivity of each polymer sensing layer to various concentrations of (A) NO2 and 
(B) NH3 for 3 minutes before each consecutive measurement. This was repeated and averaged 
with at least 4 devices. 
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A continuous real-time transient response curve displaying the polymer response to 180 

seconds of NO2 exposure duration, followed by 12 minutes of recovery, and subsequent higher 

exposure from 0.5 ppm to 20 ppm  is shown in Supporting Information Figure S38.  After 20 

ppm, a recovery period of 1 hour was evaluated for each polymer and shown in Supporting 

Information Figure S39.    It appears that the incorporation of oxygen bearing functional groups 

results in a strong interaction that results in sluggish recovery under ambient conditions. 

Using the same approach in our last work in extracting the limit of detection (LOD)36, 

P3HT-co-PTOH, P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, P3HT-co-P5MEEMT, P3HT-co-PT3C, and P3HT-co-

PT4C display LOD of 270 ppb, 560 ppb, 280 ppb, 480 ppb, and 280 ppb, respectively for NO2 

exposure as shown in Supporting Information Figure S40.  LOD for NH3 exposure is shown in 

Figure S41.

These results so far show that incorporating oxygen bearing functionalities to the side 

chain of polythiophenes and forming a copolymer with pristine P3HT results in increasing the 

response sensitivity to NO2 as well as towards NH3 compared to pristine P3HT.  This is 

consistent with the prior “branched PEG” study, where the larger PEG side chain resulted in the 

highest sensitivity.19-20,33  

D.  Synthesis and Characterization of PTOH and PTOH- copolymers

Figure 7 displays the molecular structures of PTOH and PTOH-copolymers. PTOH and 

PTOH-copolymers were synthesized via KCTP)/ (GRIM) as previously stated in Results Part 

A. 1H NMR spectra are shown in Figures S20-29, Supporting Information. The formation of 

PTOTBS showed high degree of regioregularity at >95%. PTOH-co-P3MEEMT had 21% 

polyether incorporation with >70% regioregularity, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT had 15% polyether 
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incorporation with >68% regioregularity, PTOH-co-PT3C had 26% crown incorporation with 

>66% regioregularity, and PTOH-co-PT4C had 29% crown incorporation with >74% 

regioregularity. Incorporation of additional oxygen bearing moieties suppresses the 

regioregularity compared to PTOH itself. 

Figure 7. Molecular Structures of PTOH and PTOH-copolymers 

GPC data are shown in Table 2 and Supporting Information S32-33. The silyl protecting 

groups on the hydroxyl were used on GPC samples due to better solubility compared to the free 

hydroxylated polymers which require high polarity solvents such as DMF and higher 

temperature. The polymers show similar molecular weights and polydispersity. 

Table 2 GPC-reported molecular weight and polydispersity of PTOH and PTOH copolymers.
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E. PTOH and PTOH copolymer OFET Performance

The FET characteristics of the polymers were studied using a bottom-gate, top-contact 

device configuration. Transfer curves of PTOH and PTOH-copolymers were measured under 

ambient conditions, with no intentional gas or light exposure, and are shown in Figure 8 A-E. 

Figure 8. Transfer curves showing drifts for polymers. A) PTOH, (B) PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, 
(C) PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, (D) PTOH-co-PT3C, and (E) PTOH-co-PT4C under ambient 
conditions.

PTOH displayed the highest drain current, reaching tens of µA (though much of this is off 

current) while the rest of the copolymers show lower μ and charge carrier density, resulting in 

lower drain current, which implies that the all-hydroxyl environment is different compared to 

that with the other oxygen bearing moieties. PTOH itself displays an ambient drift of 13 % ±  7

with 25 consecutive scans, while Figure 8 B-E shows that PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, PTOH-co-
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P5MEEMT, PTOH-co-PT3C, and PT4C show more drift reaching 54 %, 100 %, 61±  9 ±  10

%,  and 21 , respectively. PTOH-co-PT4C surprisingly displays less drift. ±  30 ±  5%

 Figure 9 A-E displays the output characteristics under ambient conditions. This time it 

can be clearly seen that PTOH, and all copolymers display weak field effect transistor behavior 

starting from 0 gate volts. PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, and PTOH-co-PT3C 

appear to have a slightly stronger field effect transient behavior compared to PTOH and PTOH-

co-PT4C. This behavior was observed in our previous work36 for PTCOOH, and it is possible 

that the proton of the hydroxyl group participates in a self-doping mechanism which may 

weaken the field effect transistor behavior.51-53

Figure 9.  Output characteristics for polymers A)PTOH, (B) PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, (C) PTOH-
co-P5MEEMT, (D) PTOH-co-PT3C, and (E) PTOH-co-PT4C under ambient conditions. An 
applied gate voltage of 0 to -100 V with a step size of -20 V was set.

F. PTOH and PTOH copolymer Sensing Response to NO2 and NH3 

Figure 10 A-E shows output characteristics of the FET-configured devices with an applied Vg = 

-50 V upon exposure to increasing concentrations of NO2 that ranges from 0.5 ppm to 20 ppm. 

LOD determinations are shown in Figure S41, Supporting information.  The corresponding 

transfer characteristics are shown in Figure S42, Supporting Information. 
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Again, both output and transfer curves display very strong responses to NO2 in the expected 

current-increase direction. 

 

Figure 10. Output characteristic for polymer sensing layer A) PTOH, (B) PTOH-co-
P3MEEMT, (C) PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, (D) PTOH-co-PT3C, and (E) PTOH-co-PT4C  with 
continuous exposure to increasing concentrations of NO2 for 3 minutes before each consecutive 
measurement with an applied Vg = -50 V. 

Figure 11 A-E displays the output characteristic of the FET-configured devices with an 

applied Vg = -50 V upon exposure to increasing concentrations of NH3 ranging from 0.5 ppm to 

20 ppm. 
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Figure 11. Output characteristic for polymer sensing layer A) PTOH, (B) PTOH-co-
P3MEEMT, (C) PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, (D) PTOH-co-PT3C, and (E) PTOH-co-PT4C with 
continuous exposure to increasing concentrations of NH3 for 3 minutes before each consecutive 
measurement with an applied Vg = -50 V.  

Transfer characteristics of the FETs pertaining to the measured output characteristics are shown 

in Figure S43, Supporting Information. All copolymers displayed typical p-type behavior with 

exposure to NH3. This again proves that that the general mechanism where NH3 decreases the 

flow of current in the channel resulting in the decrease in ID still applies, in contrast to our 

previous study where PTCOOH and PTCOOR displayed and unconventional, current-increase 

response to NH3. 

Supporting Information Figure S44 A-E displays µ and VTH shift extracted from the 

transfer curve of each consecutive increasing concentration exposure of NO2 to each polymer 

system. PTOH itself displays the highest µ with no gas exposure at 1.14  10-2 cm2V-1s-1. We ×
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noted above that  P3HT-co-PTOH displayed a high µ as well compared to pristine P3HT and 

the other co-polymers.  µ and VTH shift extracted from the transfer curve of each consecutive 

increasing concentration exposure of NH3 to each polymer system are shown in Supporting 

Information, Figure S45 A-E. 

            Figure 12A displays the response to continuous exposure to NO2 while Figure 12B 

displays the response to continuous exposure to NH3. The sensitivity was again calculated 

using the relative change in sensor current as defined earlier. 

Figure 12. Sensitivity response of each polymer sensing layer to various concentrations of (A) 
NO2 and (B) NH3 for 3 minutes before each consecutive measurement. This was repeated and 
averaged with at least 4 devices.

All the PTOH and PTOH based co-polymers show a general trend of cumulative response 

to NO2. PTOH-co-P3MEEMT showed the highest increase at about 16,000% increase in ID. 

PTOH, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, PTOH-co-PT3C, and PTOH-co-PT4C reached a sensitivity of 

3000%, 7200%, 2800%, and 2300%, respectively.  PTOH homopolymer showed about the 

same sensitivity as had the PEG-P3HT copolymer discussed earlier and much higher than that 
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of P3HT, while PTOH-co-P3MEEMT had sensitivity almost as high as the branched PEG 

copolymer reported earlier.33  Thus, a clear synergy between the OH and shorter PEG group 

was demonstrated.   Regarding NH3 exposure (Figure 12B), as expected, a decrease in channel 

current was observed for all polymers where sensitivity decreased a maximum by 42%, 48%, 

48%, 50%, 25%, and 35 % for PTOH, PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, PTOH-

co-PT3C, and PTOH-co-PT4C, respectively.

A continuous real-time transient response curve displaying polymer responses to 180 

seconds of NO2 exposure from 0.5 ppm to 20 ppm followed by 12 minutes of recovery is 

shown in Supporting Information Figure S46.  The recoveries are shown in Supporting 

Information Figure S47. 

In our previous work,36 the LOD was extracted as the concentration where the 

measurement would equal the sample blank (after stabilization) plus the standard deviation of 

the analyte signal at the lowest measured concentration. However, PTOH-co-PT3C is the only 

polymer out of the present subset that displays linear response to NO2 exposure.  PTOH, 

PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, PTOH-co-PT3C, and PTOH-co-PT4C required 

power functions of concentration to calculate LODs, which were LOD of 550 ppb, 500 ppb, 

650 ppb, 1.3 ppm, and 650 ppb, respectively for NO2 exposure, as shown in Supporting 

Information Figure S48. Unlike with the trend discovered with P3HT and P3HT based 

copolymers, the incorporation of additional oxygen bearing moieties worsens the LOD while 

only P3MEEMT shows slight improvement in the LOD.  PTOH and most of the copolymers 

display a third order response while P3HT and P3HT based copolymers display a first-order 

response. This suggests that, just like reported previously for PT-COOH,36 an effect where NO2 
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is simultaneously increases the hole transport and transport of protons is observed.  The same 

principle was used to find the LOD for NH3 exposure, which was 497 ppb, 636 ppb, 112 ppb, 

372 ppb and 198 ppb, respectively and shown in Supporting Information Figure S49. The LOD 

was reduced to a certain extent by incorporating oxygen bearing moieties for each subset of 

copolymers compared to PTOH except for PTOH-co-P3MEEMT. 

F.  Remote gate (RG) Platform to elucidate NO2 gas response mechanism of PTOH

In a recent publication54, we had developed a way to measure changes to the surface 

potential of the polymer film using a remote-gate field transistor (RG FET) in which the 

polymer is coupled to the oxide gate of the commercial silicon FET. In another recent study, we 

used the platform to measure the surface interaction of PTCOOH to understand the unusual 

high response this polymer had to NO2.36 As discussed above, PTOH has a very large response 

to NO2 with a response of 3000% after 20 ppm exposure and it displays a third-order 

interaction with NO2. We further employ the RG FET platform to calculate the hole 

concentration, mobility, and conductivity and update our previous results that now include 

PTOH data in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. (A) Hole concentrations of polymer sensing layer before and after 1 ppm of NO2 
due to calculating the voltage shift occurrence with the incorporation of the RG FET platform. 
Initial hole concentration was obtained from μh from OFET using transfer curve and 
conductivity ( ). (B) Mobility for unexposed device was obtained from FET measurements, 𝜎
while mobility for NO2-exposed devices was calculated based on hole concentrations obtained 
by using  = e• μh• p0. (C) Conductivity measurement of polymer sensing layer before and after 𝜎
1 ppm NO2 and NH3 exposure. 

Supporting Information Figure S50 displays the transfer curve of the RG FET system for 

PTOH as well as the visualization of the VTH shift with exposure to NO2. In addition, Table S1 

summarizing the electrical parameters extracted from the RG FET are shown in Supporting 

Information. It is observed that PTOH has an apparent hole concentration that reaches or is at 

the borderline value of the theoretical charge carrier density saturation magnitude that a 

polythiophene polymer can attain. We had reported that PTCOOH exceeds this theoretical 

charge density saturation value because of the conductive protons on the carboxylic acid that 

results in adding a generated positive current to the hole current flow through the polymer main 

chains. It seems that the much less acidic hydroxyl group proton must also be contributing 

additional positive current with NO2 exposure.

G. Acetone Sensitivity & Data Analysis 

Acetone vapor can be used to diagnose diabetes, glucose-related dysregulation, or lung 

cancer through the exhaled breath.55-56 Breath acetone concentration (BrAce) is measured in 

exhaled breath to monitor ketosis in healthy and diabetic subjects, providing an attractive 

alternative compared to other fluid analysis pathways.57 To determine the sensitivity and 

selectivity of P3HT-copolymers and PTOH-copolymers towards acetone, each was analyzed 
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for differential sensing performance with the incorporation of oxygen functionalization, as 

shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14.  Sensitivity of each polymer sensing layer to various concentrations of acetone for 
(A) P3HT-copolymers and (B) PTOH-copolymers for 3 minutes before each consecutive 
measurement. This was repeated and averaged with at least 4 devices.

According to Figure 14A, P3HT displays no significant response to acetone. It is not 

until about 500-600 ppm where a slight increase in current is observed. P3HT-co-PTOH 

overlays P3HT and displays the same response. P3HT-co-PT4C displays a significant response 

to acetone and is improved compared to P3HT alone by having an onset of response by about 

50 ppm of acetone and reaching about 55% sensitivity by 600 ppm. In Figure 14B, PTOH alone 

shows a larger response to acetone than P3HT and displays an onset in response of about 10 

ppm of acetone, reaching about 50% increase in sensitivity at 600 ppm. Incorporating linear 

glycol chains increased the sensitivity of PTOH to acetone by 4-fold.  

Supporting Information Figure S51-52 shows the µ and VTH shift extracted from the 

transfer curve of each consecutive increasing concentration exposure of acetone to each polymer 

system. The change in µ differs slightly after running through all consecutive increasing acetone 

concentrations of P3HT based copolymers. µ changes by 26%, -14%, 29%, 6.3%, 43%, and 
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60.5%  for P3HT, P3HT-co-PTOH, P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, P3HT-co-P5MEEMT,PTOH-co-

PT3C, and PTOH-co-PT4C, respectively. VTH for P3HT, P3HT-co-PTOH, P3HT-co-

P3MEEMT, P3HT-co-P5MEEMT,PTOH-co-PT3C, and PTOH-co-PT4C changes by -71%, 

3.3%, 3.8%, 33%, -1.3%, and -12.5%, respectively. For PTOH based copolymers µ changes by 

70%, 190%, 220%, 63%, and 26% for PTOH, PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, 

PTOH-co-PT3C, and PTOH-co-PT4C, respectively. VTH shifts positively for all at 6.5%, 6.5%, 

26%, 12%, and 7.5% for PTOH, PTOH-co-P3MEEMT, PTOH-co-P5MEEMT, PTOH-co-PT3C, 

and PTOH-co-PT4C, respectively. Cavallari et al55 reported for a P3HT OFET that at 40 nm 

thickness , P3HT displays an increase in current of 40  10-4 % /ppm, nearly doubling to 75  × ×

10-4 % /ppm at 80 nm thickness. µ and VTH also increase for a 40 nm film by 22  10-4 %/ ppm ×

and 20  10-4 % /ppm, respectively. They indicate that P3HT films have both crystalline and ×

amorphous phases and the gasesous analyte may induce changes on the crystal lattice parameters 

that may affect charge hopping or affect charge trapping. They concluded that the adsorption of 

acetone on P3HT thin films reduces the average spacing among polymer molecules by induced 

Van der Waals force, therefore increasing π-molecular orbital stacking and thin-film 

conductivity.   Since our work involves poly(alkylthiophene)-based systems, we hypothesize that 

the work of Cavallari (mentioned in the paragraph above and present as reference 55) is 

particularly relevant, with an analogous response mechanism. 

In another report by Bertoni et al58, P3HT nanofibers showed an increase in current with 

acetone and a sensitivity of about 3.5% at 17.6 ppm of acetone exposure.  Acetone was 

reported to be capable of altering resistance of the polymeric film by altering the intermolecular 

packing.55,58
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A linear discriminant analysis59-60 was conducted using response data from all eleven 

polymers, plus poly(thiophene-3-butyric acid) and its methyl ester characterized previously36 to 

differentiate NO2 versus acetone, both of which induced current-increase responses from all the 

polymers. All the tested concentrations of NO2 (0.5ppm, 1ppm, 2ppm, 5ppm) and acetone (20ppm, 

50ppm, 100ppm, 200ppm, 500ppm) were included.  The set of polymers significantly predicted 

volatile type: Wilk’s Λ=.03 (can range from 0 to 1; 0 is perfect discrimination;  χ2 (13) = 97.41 

(higher values mean greater discrimination);  p<.001, with essentially 100% accuracy.  The 

standardized canonical discriminant function coefficients for each polymer indicated that the 

polymers that most strongly discriminated between NO2 and acetone were P3HT-co-P3MEEMT 

(18.36), PTOH-co-PT3c (17.87), P3HT-co-PTOH (-14.44), PTCOOH (-14.10), and P3HT (11.52).  

A second linear discriminant analysis was performed, again on all thirteen polymers, but this 

time using only the smallest tested concentrations of NO2 (0.5ppm) and acetone (20ppm).  The 

polymers again significantly predicted volatile type, Λ=.01, χ2 (6) = 13.94, p=.030, with essentially 

100% accuracy.  The standardized canonical discriminant function coefficients for each polymer 

indicated that the polymers that most strongly discriminated between NO2 and acetone were 

PTOH-co-P5MEEMT (4.53), PTOH-co-P3MEEMT (-4.12), P3HT (-4.21), PTOH (2.62), PTOH-

co-PT3c (2.12), and PTOH-co-PT4c (2.03).  When comparing NO2 (0.5ppm) with each of the 

other higher acetone concentrations, the set of polymers again predicted volatile type with 100% 

classification accuracy.  This indicates that even in the response ranges where absolute signals 

from the two gases would overlap, the different ratios among the responses provided considerable 

selectivity.  Furthermore, the novel PTOH-containing polymers of this proposal provided the 

greatest fractional contributions to the discrimination.
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Although NH3 can be trivially distinguished from the other two vapors because it generally 

induces current-decrease responses, it was included in an additional linear discriminant analysis to 

provide a means of visualizing the discrimination.  Two discriminant functions were evaluated 

given that there were three volatile types. Both functions had in a significant association between 

groups and predictors, (discriminant function 1 and 2 combined, Λ=.02, χ2 (26) = 196.77, p<.001, 

discriminant function 2, Λ=.20, χ2 (12) = 75.75, p < .001), indicating that both functions 

significantly accounted for the relationship between polymers and volatile type. The first 

discriminant function expressed most of the between-group variability in volatile type (75.1%, 

canonical R2 = .96) and the second discriminant function accounted for 24.9% of the between-

group variability (canonical R2 = .90).  Response data mapped along the two discriminant functions 

are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15.  Response data for each vapor converted to coordinates along two discriminant 
functions.

The first discriminant function maximally separates NO2 from acetone and NH3. The second 

discriminant function separates acetone from NH3 and provides some further separation between 

acetone and NO2.   PTOH-co-PT3c, P3HT-co-P3MEEMT, and P3HT have high loadings on the 

first discriminant function, indicating that the combination of these polymers mostly strongly 

distinguishes NO2 from the other two volatiles. PTOH-co-PT4c and PTOH-co-P5MEEMT load 

highly on the second discriminant function, which most strongly distinguishes acetone from the 

other two volatiles.  The set of predictors was 100% accurate in classifying volatile type. This 

indicates that the set polymers are able to significantly distinguish among NO2, acetone, and NH3.

To fully summarize the gas sensing performance of all sets of polymers that were designed, 

Supporting Information Figure S53 displays the sensitivity of all the polymers to each gas exposure 

using gas concentration of % / ppm. P3HT-co-P5MEEMT (S53A) displays the highest sensitivity 

at 95 % / ppm for NO2 induced exposure while PTOH-co-P3MEEMT (S53B) displays an 

exceptionally high sensitivity of 810 % / ppm. Regarding acetone exposure , P3HT-co-PT4C 

displayed a high sensitivity of 92 % / ppm while PTOH-co-P3MEEMT and PTOH-co-P5MEEMT 

were comparable with record high sensitivity of 375 and 400 % / ppm, respectively. Regarding 

NH3 exposure, the crown ethers of P3HT-co-PT3C and P3HT-co-PT4C were comparable, 

reaching -2.5 % / ppm while PTOH-co-P3MEEMT and PTOH-co-P5MEEMT were comparable, 

reaching -2.4 % / ppm. 

3. Summary and Conclusions
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Various new thiophene (co) polymers incorporating oxygenated functional groups were 

synthesized.  Incorporating different oxygen bearing functionalities increases responses of 

thiophene polymers to NO2, NH3, and acetone. A polyether side chain increases the NO2 

response sensitivity of copolymers of both P3HT and PTOH.  However, sensitivity towards gas 

analytes was more prominent for glycol-based functionalities rather than the porous crown 

ethers. In comparing device performance, PTOH and PTOH-based copolymers had higher 

initial μ compared to P3HT, with substantial off current as well. It is interesting to note that the 

larger crown ether moiety promotes transistor characteristics of P3HT while the smaller one 

impairs them. 

 PTOH itself is very sensitive to NO2 due partly to conductive protons on the hydroxyl 

group that can add positive current to the hole current flow through the polymer main chains. 

This study and our previous study35 demonstrate that carboxyl groups add the most sensitivity 

to NO2 with hydroxyl next.  It is further confirmed that even though hydroxyls confer a 

stronger response to NO2 compared to alkyl chain moieties such as P3HT, the recovery of OH 

polymers is sluggish and would require additional energetic input to eject the NO2 gas 

molecules to restore the initial film conditions.  

One final important conclusion is that the lack of correlation among the rank-ordered gas 

sensitivities imparted by each functional group is useful for designing selective sensor arrays 

with a minimum number of circuit elements.  We specifically showed high classification 

accuracy for all the polymer responses to NO2 and acetone vapors, both of which gave 

increased device currents but with response ratios different enough to allow highly classifying 

discriminant functions to be derived.
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